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ABSTRACT
We are developing new tools to study the computational

properties of living neuronal networks.  We are especially
interested in the collective, emergent properties at the
mesoscopic scale (Freeman 2000) of thousands of brain cells
working together to learn, process information, and to control
behavior.  We grow dissociated monolayer mammalian cortical
cultures on multi-electrode arrays.  We created the electronics
and software necessary for a real-time feedback loop that
allows the neurons to trigger their own stimulation.  A key part
of this loop is a system for re-embodying the  in vitro network.
We use the neural activity to control either simulated animals
(animats) or robots.  By using networks of a few thousand
neurons and glia, we have tremendous access to the cells, not
feasible in vivo. This allows physical and pharmacological
manipulation, and continuous imaging at the millisecond and
micron scales, to determine the cell- and network-level
morphological correlates of learning and memory.  We also
model the cultured network in software; This helps direct our
experiments, which then improves the model. By combining
small networks of real brain cells, computer simulations, and
robotics into new hybrid neural microsystems (which we call
Hybrots), we hope to determine which neural properties are
essential for the kinds of collective dynamics that might be
used in artificially intelligent systems.

INTRODUCTION
What is a memory?  What is a thought? How do we make

up our minds what to do next?   Cognitive scientists and
philosophers have been debating such questions for ages.
Unfortunately, few neurobiologists concern themselves with
Big Picture questions.  For computer scientists designing
artificial intelligences they hope will remember, think, or make
good decisions, most of the reductionistic findings of cellular
neurobiologists are of little use.  There exists a large chasm
between the top-down and the bottom-up approaches to
studying the brain.  In the Laboratory for Neuroengineering at

Georgia Tech,1 we are developing new research tools to help
bridge this chasm, to allow top-down behavior-based
approaches to go down to the cell and molecular level, and to
allow the bottom-up reductionism of cellular neurobiology to
connect to the cognitive level.  We aim to explore the terra
incognita of network-level neuronal and glial dynamics, at a
variety of temporal and spatial scales.  In mammalian brains at
least, no memory, thought, or decision involves only one
neuron.  Yet most electrophysiology in the past half-century
has been carried out on individual neurons.  We hope to
broaden our perspective on how ensembles of neurons (and
glia!) work together, by developing and improving tools for
studying many cells simultaneously.  These tools include long-
term cultures on multi-electrode arrays (MEAs), optical
recording of neural signals, and multi-photon time-lapse
microscopy.  We apply these tools to dissociated cultures of a
few thousand rodent brain cells.  To tie our cell- and network-
level inquiries to behavior, we re-embody our cultured
networks by connecting them to artificial animals, either
simulated or robotic.  If we and others are successful with this
new approach, we will learn the cell- and network-level
substrates of memory, thought, and behavioral control, and may
then be able to develop more brain-like artificial intelligences.

NOMENCLATURE
Animat: a simulated animal; Hybrot: robot controlled by

living neurons; MEA: multi-electrode array.

Multi-electrode arrays and long-term culturing
Multi-electrode arrays for recording and stimulation of

cultured neuronal networks were developed over two decades
ago, independently by Pine (Pine 1980) and Gross (Gross
1979).  These consist of culture dishes with ~60 cell-sized
electrodes embedded in the substrate upon which dissociated
brain tissue is grown.  Extracellular electrodes are not harmful

                                                            
1 http://neuro.gatech.edu/
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to the cells, and thus allow continuous recording and
stimulation for as long as the culture is maintained.  Only in the
past 5 years or so has computer power been sufficient to deal
with the data produced by such an array, and that is when MEA
setups became commercially available.  We use the
Multichannel Systems MEA60 (Reutlingen, Germany).
Noticing that the primary cause of death of neural cultures is
either infection or changes in osmolarity, we developed a
system for keeping cultures alive for over two years, by sealing
them in a gas-permeable MEA culture chamber that keeps the
bugs out and the water in (Potter & DeMarse 2001).  This
enables much longer-term experiments to be conducted than
before, allowing us to go past the 'developmental' phase (which
lasts about 90 days for these cultures (Kamioka et al 1996)) and
well into maturity (and perhaps, senility?).

The recording technology is further along than
stimulation technology.   Although it is possible to buy systems
for recording from 60 or even more channels,  none are
available for switching between stimulation and recording on
that number of electrodes.   Therefore, we developed two such
systems.  One, developed by DeMarse, has an onboard
microprocessor that is programmed with stimulation
parameters, for optimum flexibility.  Another, developed by
Wagenaar, uses real-time Linux running on a low-end PC to
control a bank of switches that can be easily added to
commercially available preamplifiers (Wagenaar & Potter
2004).  DeMarse and Wagenaar also created the real-time
software necessary to close the loop between recording and
stimulation and to carry out a number of common and
specialized data processing tasks on multi-unit data (Wagenaar
et al 2001).2   

Neurally-controlled animats: a new research
paradigm

Why did we bother to create the hardware and
software necessary to enable a 15-ms loop time between
recording and stimulation, simultaneously on 60 electrodes?
We feel that, because neural systems evolved to control a body
and thereby interact with the world (Clark 1997), it may be
                                                            

2 http://www.its.caltech.edu/~pinelab/wagenaar/meabench.html

more fruitful to study cultured networks that can likewise
control a body and interact with the world, as opposed to the
standard, disembodied in vitro approach.  We have re-
embodied our dissociated neuronal networks by allowing
patterns in the neural activity to control the behavior of
simulated animals or animats (Meyer & Wilson 1991).  These
include animats that exist on the computer screen, interacting
with a virtual world, as well as robots moving about in the real
world (see diagram).  The hybrid robots or hybrots have
sensory systems of our own choosing, and sense data is
translated rapidly by our real-time software into distributed
spatio-temporal patterns of electrical stimuli (DeMarse et al
2001).  By closing the loop, from neurons firing action
potentials, to detection of network activity patterns, to
controlling behavior, to getting new sense data, and then to
stimulating new action potentials, we approach a more
naturalistic way of studying a living neural system.  This is
contrasted to much neurobiology research in animals in which
the animal is restrained and anesthetized, unable to do much
interacting with the world, and presented only with rarified
stimuli of the experimenter's choosing.  Unlike these lab
animals, most of humans' and wild animals' inputs are the
consequences of their recent actions.  The same is true for the
Neurally-controlled Animats.

Imaging neural structure and function
Using re-embodied cultured networks has some

unique advantages when compared to in vivo research.  It is a
living neuronal network, with much of the anatomical
complexity and dynamics of real brain circuits (Dichter 1978),
but with a manageable size of only a few thousand neurons and
glial cells.  We chose this number to provide complex network-
level dynamics and still allow every cell in the network to be
studied in detail.  Unlike with real animals, the brain can
remain very still on the microscope stage while the body is
behaving.  (As mentioned below, the body can even be halfway
around the globe from the brain!)

To image the morphological correlates of learning
while it happens, we are building our own custom multiphoton
microscope, based on the design of Tsai et al. (Tsai et al 2001).
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It is optimized for keeping MEA cultures alive for weeks or
months while they are being imaged and while they are
controlling animats and receiving sensory inputs.  In the Fraser
lab at Caltech, Potter built one of the first 2-photon
microscopes (Potter et al 1996b), and has administered the
international multiphoton mailing list MPLSM-Users,3 since
1994.  2-photon imaging is less harmful to living specimens
than other microscopic techniques (Potter 1996, Potter 2000,
Potter et al 1996a).  We create cultures from transgenic mice in
which some or all of the neurons are labeled with fluorescent
proteins (Feng et al 2000) (see micrograph).  This allows us to
follow morphological dynamics of neurons and glia at the
micron level. or changes in their connectivity at the network
level.

We are also pushing the technology of high-speed
imaging of neural activity.  By labeling neurons with voltage-
sensitive membrane dyes, one can monitor their electrical
signals optically (Davila et al 1973), in more detail than
possible using 60 extracellular electrodes.  Pine and Potter built
a 1000-frames-per-second CCD camera with the unique ability
to only digitize pixels of interest, for maximum speed (US Pat.
No. 6,633,331 (Potter et al 1997)).  It allowed imaging action

potentials in cultured mammalian neurons in a single trial (Pine
& Potter 1997), which is important for studying non-repeating
neural patterns.  We now use an even faster commercially
available CCD camera (2kf/s, Redshirt Imaging).  Phototoxicity
and photobleaching of the dyes are still major problems with
optical recording, and the solution to this problem is likely to
come with the development of voltage-sensitive fluorescent
proteins (Ataka & Pieribone 2002, Friedrich et al 1999, Siegel
& Isacoff 1997).  We expect that by combining optical
recording with electrical recording and stimulation of many
neurons simultaneously, new windows into emergent neuronal
network dynamics will be opened.

Two embodiments for cultured networks
What is the basis of creativity?  Does something have

to be alive to be artistic?  In collaboration with Guy Ben-Ary
and Phil Gamblen at SymbioticA, the art-science lab at the
University of Western Australia, we created a 'semi-living
artist' called MEART.  This is a hybrot consisting of a dish of

                                                            
3 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/mplsm-users/

cultured neurons in our lab in Atlanta controlling a robotic
drawing arm in Perth.  We process the neural activity in real
time, creating a 'population vector' (Georgopoulos 1994) that is
sent across the internet in a third of a second to command the
arm's next movement.  A video camera watches the drawing

process, comparing the
work in progress to an
image of a person to be
drawn.  The difference is
used to generate a feedback
signal which triggers the
multi-site stimulator. An
advantage of the hybrot
approach is that we can
crea te  sensory-motor
mappings of our own
choosing, and try out many
of these to gain insight into
the nature of brain-body-

world interactions.  We have discovered that most of the
reasons why MEART is still at the toddler stage of artistic
ability stem from poor control of actuators, and too-sparse
feedback (see photo).

The body of another hybrot in our lab is the Koala
wheeled robot (K-Team).  We discovered that every cultured
network shows a robust network phenomenon of short-term
potentiation and refractory period: the net's response to the
second of two stimuli is boosted when the stimuli are less than
30 ms apart, while the response is depressed if they are 100-500
ms apart.  Shkolnik mapped this curve to a control algorithm
for robot following (Shkolnik 2003).  While a smaller robot (K-
Team Khepera) is randomly driven around by the computer, the
neurally-controlled Koala approaches and tracks it at a certain
distance.  The distance of the target is mapped onto the timing
between the two stimuli (on the sensory side), and the
magnitude of the network's response determines the distance
traveled toward the goal in one sensory-motor loop.  By using
real robots, we can save the trouble of simulating complex
physics of the real world, such as friction, noise, inertia, etc.
(Holland & McFarland 2001).
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Simulating network dynamics
Cultured networks express barrages of action

potentials that last ~100 ms, and recur every few seconds.  We
believe that these may be erasing our attempts to encode
memories into these networks.  Our working hypothesis is that
this is a pathological form of activity, like epilepsy, that results
from the culture being cut off from sensory input (except when
it is being used in a closed-loop animat experiment).  With our
multi-site stimulator, we are bringing the cultures back to a
more naturalistic mode of behavior, in which dish-wide
barrages are reduced by a continuous application of background
stimuli (Madhavan et al 2003).  We are still working out the
ideal parameters of such stimuli (Wagenaar et al 2004), and to
help us test ideas out, Chao created a model network that also
exhibits these dish-wide barrages.  This is a fairly simple
network of 1000 integrate-and-fire neurons, about 30% of them
inhibitory, as in our living networks.  The simulated net, like
the living one, seems to be cured of its seizures by sprinkling in
stimuli across several electrodes.   Through an iterative process
in which the network properties of the modeled network inform
our experiments with hybrots, and the results of the hybrot
experiments allow refinement of the model net, we will make
faster progress toward discovering which network dynamics are
important in learning and behavior.

CONCLUSION
This overview of the present state of the Hybrot

Approach we have developed over the past 5 years is
conspicuously lacking in a demonstration of any of the
'cognitive' traits mentioned at the beginning.  We have
developed a lot of technology, but the exciting results that
bridge the chasm between top-down and bottom-up approaches
lie in the future.  We expect that they will take the form of new
network dynamics—that the favored fundamental units of
brain-like computation will no longer be neurons or synapses,
but dynamic attractors, properties of networks that have been
missed by single-unit techniques.  Perhaps new types of
computational approaches will spring from structural and
functional studies of mesoscale neuronal network dynamics.
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